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Ncase m1 build guide

This has been working a little bit and you need to get some more feedback on it. Obviously I can't do all the motherboards out there, but this should give people an idea of how to hide cables better, and the efficient system to build M1. reply to this post if some steps need further clarification, or if you do not agree with the
step etc. Page 2 26 Comments Argentina Bahrain Bahrain Belgium Brazil Canada Canada France France France Finland India India Israel Israel Japan New Zealand Oman Philippines Philippines Portugal Romania Saudi Arabia Singapore South Korea Spain Sweden Thailand Turkey UK record in NCE-M1ENC-V61-SBTW1C thanks for recording for restock notices! There was an error in signing up for restocking notifications. Please try again. M1 began with a simple idea: motivated by the shortcomings of the refills that came before, it was developed to be better in shape and function. From general aesthetic design, down to the
smallest detail, each side has been subject to scrutiny and feedback from amateurs, DIY'ers, and average users alike. As a result of this effort? A 12.7L container that distinguishes itself with a unique combination of ability and flexibility, in a deceptively small package and attractively neglected. With an elegant, polishedfaced front aluminum panel, the M1 offers a sleek and simple face to the world. The curved angular outage displays a USB port and an audio edge in front, and surrounds the central power button, which glows a fragile - but not overly bright - dual-color LED when turned on. The side and emergency panels are punctured
with symmetrical ventilation areas, ensuring visual harmony and proper flow of the system. The exterior panels without full tools allow easy access to the interior, while maintaining clean, soft surfaces free from the visual clutter of screws or fasteners. More than six thousand black or silver 3mm ventilation holes or
annoding panels are designed for the ITX mini-motherboards, yet the M1 sports features common to the much larger attachments. Dual full-length and triple-aperture video cards can be easily installed across large openings in the chassis. CPU coolers can be used from top to bottom with fans 120 mm or 140 mm in M1,
up to 130 mm in height. All-in-one coolers can also be installed with radiators 120mm or even 240mm internally. The - for really hardcore - allows the M1 to cool custom water loops using a slim 240mm radiator, saving noise significantly or increasing additional reverb space. Never before has this level of capacity been
possible in the enclosure of this size. High performance, low noise level, and small size no longer choose two suggestion. The 317mm dual-slot GPU support coming in a 12.7-liter snare in size, the whole aluminum chassis has proportions and features of much larger attachments. Appearing as a traditional enclosure
tower on a lot The size, the M1 enjoys a footprint that is much smaller than many cube-style small form factor enclosures. Using high-quality aluminium 1.5 mm, tightness and weightlessness do not come at the expense of hardness, making m1 easy to travel with or pack in a carry. Lightweight 2.0kg enclosure weight
1.5mm all aluminum chassis and panels watch review the best ITX cases I've reviewed watch optimum technology review even further! Watch Linus Technology Tips review the best small cases on the market! Watch Linus's technical tips review space save without compromise? Excluding feet/bumps: 328mm ×
160.6mm × 241.7mm including protrusions: 338mm × 160.6mm × 255.5mm exterior: aluminum cleaner, 1.5mm front and sides, 2mm top frame Internal painting: 1.5mm black glossy plated aluminum arc fan interior and vent undercarriage: 1.2mm black steel maximum height: 130mm with side fan arc installed, 135mm
without CPU Heatsinks should not stretch past the upper edge of the motherboard by more than 10mm. The Heatsinks CPU that extends beyond the front edge of the motherboard may interfere with a 3.5 HDD cage and/or power supply (on the right side of the default mounting location). Maximum length: 322 mm (cards
up to 45 mm (2.2 slot) thick 280 mm (cards up to 60 mm (3 slots) thick) 290 mm (cards up to 60 mm (3 slots) with i/o front ports removed maximum height (AKA) Width: 140mm in the middle of 130mm card (first 5mm in the rear corner) 125mm (part of the card over 280mm long) please allow 15-20 pcie power connectors
support bottom fan: 25mm thick fans: 2 slot (42mm) Cards only 15mm thick fans: up to 2.5 aperture (50mm) GPU bracket support cards: 2 to 2.5 aperture (2.5 slot (42mm-50mm cards) just see M1 GPU optical disc compatibility list disc support (requires optional top panel with ODD slot) Odd bracket supports slim slot
loading optical drives in sizes of 9.5mm or 12.7mm instead, one 2.5 arc can be used for 2.5 drive (up to 14mm thick) 2x 3.5 supported hard drives via removable brackets attached to the fan bracket (uses what Up to one side 120mm fan site) instead, the brackets can support 3x 2.5 drives (up to 15.5mm thick) 1x 2.5
load drive on the inside of the front of the chassis (i.e.;: 2x 120mm rear: 1x 92mm 1x 240 radiator or up to 2x 2x 2x supports 2x 120 refrigerants on side fan bracket radiators less than 35mm thick and recommended 1x 240 or 2x 120 radiators prevents the use of HDD brackets attached to the fan bracket when cases are
in stock, may order directly from this site. Sometimes when we have any stock available, we may instead submit pre-orders for the next production run. Orders are usually shipped in weekly batches, with the exception of holidays. Typically, the order that takes place between Monday and Saturday is shipped the following
week between Wednesday to Friday. Items Restock after production is restarted. The period between running production varies on a demand basis, but it is usually one of the production sworks every 3 months. The M1 comes with the following: screws for drive and mounting fan, soft rubber for drive installation, 3.5/2.5
HDD brackets (1 set), 2.5 stacking brackets engine (2 sets), slim optical drive tray, SFX PSU bracket, front USB/audio ports and power switch, internal AC power cable, magnetic filters for side and bottom, 2 steel fans. No fans or paper guide are included. Yes. The only difference is the overhead panel, which may be
easily replaced. All versions include a STANDARD ODD tray. Panels up to V5 are cross compatible with all other versions. The panels of the V6 are compatible with the rear, but the old panels will not work with the V6 chassis. Side panels, top, and façade do not require any tools to remove. Using your fingertips, simply
pull them away from the case from the edges. Please refer to the compatibility section for volume restrictions and links for more information. One of the main design objectives of the M1 was the ability to house, power and brilliant high performance components, while it is as small as possible. Mini-ITX is a smaller
motherboard form factor capable of supporting such construction, and in fact much smaller than mATX. In particular, the short length of MINI-ITX is what allows for a power supply installed on the front, and by extension, a double-mounted radiator on the side. Keeping the same layout with mATX will result in a
significantly larger state. imgur.com/a/kybB...Page 2imgur.com/a/kybB... Our second ITX mini-game construction guide is about creating a powerful and quiet system within the very small and limited NCASE M1 bag. Don't let the photo fool you; December 24, 2014 by Lawrence Lee with Mike Chen earlier this month we
built a high-end mini-ITX gaming system that produced only 13 dBA@1m in idle and 20 dBA@1m on full load. ASUS STRIX GTX 980, which has an excellent cooling solution for inventory, has emerged as the Roswell Legacy W1-S, a fairly wide case with a good feature range. The W1-S has space for the tower's large
cooling baths, a separate power supply compartment, a pair of 140mm silk soft fans and a built-in fan control. However, with a total size of 31.2 liters, it's barely small. In fact, it's the largest of the two microatx models we've studied, the Rozwell Legacy U3, and the Silverstone SG09 Sogo. The components used in this
construction. We have a second mini-itx attempt, and we aspire to a greater challenge, to assemble a similar high performance gaming computer in a much smaller case, one that is less than half the size. Anyone can accomplish this with shelf parts but the hard part is to do it without compromising on noise. Predicting
hot components in a small box and strait is not an easy task, but it is certainly possible The right ingredients. Given the standards we have set for ourselves, this will be an expensive endeavour. Item Selection Case: NCASE M1 – US$185 + US$ 30~$55 Shipping and NCASE M1. The M1 NCASE is not only the first highprofile figure, the crowd funded case, it's perfect for the challenge. In fact, if the M1 does not exist, it is likely that this construction will not come together at all. M1 is the end result of a project initiated by unhappy users with the choice of MINI-ITX offers on the market. Designed by enthusiasts for lovers, it has a clean yet
hit appearance, delightfully compact shape, excellent ventilation, and supports various hardware configurations. On the downside, it's very expensive because of aluminum panels and on a small scale of manufacturing. There are also significant delays between running production and long shipping times unless you pay

extra. Planning. Dimensions are only 25.1 × 33.3 × 16.0 cm or 9.9 × 13.1 × 6.3 inches (H × D x W), so the M1 occupies an area of only 12.6 liters. Despite its size, it supports both SFX and some ATX power supply, a slim optical engine to load slots, up to four 120 mm fans, CPU coolers up to 13.0 cm (5.1 inches) in
length, and video cards up to 31.8 cm (12.5 inches) in length. Power supply: Silverstone SX600-G 600W - US$130 SX600-G. For this construction, the ATX power source is out of the question because it makes one fan 120 mm side mounts unusable. This parking is reserved for the installation of the radiator to cool the
water graphics card. There are fewer options for smaller SFX form factor as silverstone manufacturer silverstone seems to only produce 400W+ units. Luckily the SX600-G fits the bill well, a high efficiency, and a modular SFX model with a reasonably quiet fan that only makes its presence known under heavy load. GPU:
Zotac GeForce GTX 970 - $330 Alternatives: MSI GTX 970 - US$360 ASUS STRIX GTX 970 - US$350 and Zotac GTX 970 (vanilla version). Background panel. Graphics card is the heart and soul of any gaming pc but it is also the biggest challenge from an acoustic perspective, consuming more power and generating
more heat than any other element. Energy efficiency is ultimately the key to producing a quiet process, so of course we've turned to the latest Series GeForce GTX 900 from Nvidia. The 980 is the fastest single GPU graphics card available but 970 delivers about 80% ~90% of the same performance and its thermal
envelope is lower, 145W vs. 165W. In construction like this, every watt counts, so you get a lower layer nod card. It is also more than US$200 cheaper which helps to offset the expenses of other parts required to reach our noble goals. Among the four different 970 displayed in its catalog, Zotak has kindly presented us
with the most basic model that has an unusually short PCB. According to specifications, it does not cut any corners of the reference design aside from the maximum slightly lower GPU increasing frequency of 1216 MHz instead of 1250 MHz, instead Difference. Users who have smaller cases should delight in this
compressed shape factor, especially the standard board display. During the process of crystallizing smaller games builds, I have encountered compatibility problems due to larger than usual PCBs and/or refrigeration solutions. Unfortunately, this special card is equipped with a rather modest double heat fan, but with what
we try to achieve, any traditional cooler will not cut in such narrow places. For our purposes, the stock cooling solution is irrelevant, unless it happens to be refrigerated in water. Component Selection (Con't)&lt;p&gt; GPU Cooler: Arctic Accelero Hybrid II-120 – US$115 Alternatives: NZXT G10 Adapter + NZXT X31 –
US$25 + $75 USD Hybrid II-120. With all the components inside the M1 close to each other, the key to keeping them quiet is to get the heat as efficiently as possible. The best way to do this is with liquid cooling as it transfers heat to the radiator in the vent where it is quickly ejected from the computer with the exhaust
fan. Arctic Accelero Hybrid II-120 performance is impressive when we tested it on the overclocked GTX 680 factory, which has a much higher power fee than the GTX 970. As a bonus, both the stock fan and the pump are very quiet compared to most of the AIO's refrigeration units. The only issue is the chunky heat of
the ass that creates intervention issues. It's designed to cool VRMs and memory chips negatively but blocks a large amount of space above the graphics card. The best alternative is the GPU NZXT G10 GPU bracket which adapts any water cooling unit with a setek design (round pump/base) to use the video card. It
ships with its own fan to cool VRMs but unfortunately in our case, the fan has been placed on the wrong side of the card. Third-party air cooling solutions are definitely doable in larger, better spaced situations, but we have a very small narrow box to make this option effective. Radiator Fan: GlideStream Scyel120-MP US$12 Fan System: Noiseblocker B12-2 – £14 Alternatives: Noiseblocker M12-S1 – £16 Nexus Real Silence – US $1 2 GlideStream 120-LM - US$12 Scythe Slip Stream 120-M – US $10 GlideStream 120-MP &amp; The government's support for the government's work in the country is a priority for the Government. On
paper we don't seem to need any case fans but how many times does everything go according to plan? A stock fan that ships with hybrid II-120 died for an inexplicable reason so the PWM model of the GlideStream 120 scythe will work as its replacement. The GlideStream series is saturated with the highest average
performance and acoustics according to our tests. The thermal part of gpu cooler eventually hit the shredder block as well, so noiseblocker B12-2 fan will be used to help calm vrMs for the video card. The Sedblocker is yet our most efficient fan test, and although his noise profile is less impressive than GlideStream, we
just plan on running it at very low speeds, so it should be drowned out by the rest of the system. Other members of the The older slip stream family performance is impressive, as does the classic Nexus Real Silent Fan Situation that still holds up even after so many years of service as our 120 mm reference fan.
European users should take note of Noiseblocker M12-S1 as an alternative because it provides almost as much cooling capacity as the B12, but with a much smoother audio CPU: Intel Core i5-4690K – US$220 alternatives: Intel Core i5-4460 – US$190 Intel Core i5-4440 – US$180 Intel Core i5-4690K. Intel's superior
energy efficiency has returned to its Haswell processors over and over again. Even if AMD is an option, no manufacturer currently sells a small VERSION OF ITX using the main AM3+ socket. Quad-core Haswell deliver excellent performance throughout, both in single and multi-threaded/gaming applications. The ideal
option is Core i5-4690K, a 3.4GHz quad-core chip (up to 3.8 GHz with Turbo Boost) with an unlocked multiplier for easy-to-raise operating frequency to further improve overall performance. Frankly, any of the 4xxx series will perform similar in terms of games as CPU choking is not a big problem with the GTX 970, so a
particular model that is not very important. CPU Cooler: Noctua NH-D9L – US $57 (MSRP) Alternatives: The NH-N9L. While the CPU is easier to cool down and doesn't generate nearly as much heat as the GPU during a gaming session, the narrow limits of this case mean that everything will run hotter, so the strong
performance is perfect. M1 has a cpu temperature limit of 130 mm with a side fan bracket installed (which we need). This is not bad for a smaller case, but it excludes a large number of tower models, including many fans with 92 mm like silverStone Argonar AR02. We initially wanted to use Noctua NH-C14, which is a
large temperature from top to bottom, but it is too wide to interfere with the radiator. Most larger top-down coolers have a very large footprint, while small models may be insufficient. Luckily Noctua recently released a short tower cooler standing only 110 mm tall due to hitting store shelves soon. With a dual tower design,
the NH-D9L is essentially a miniature version of their flagship NH-D15, but with only one low fan sitting 92 mm in the center. While we have not yet tested this model, we have no reason to doubt its capabilities given Nusata's track record. The NH-L12 blowing down is replacing the right size but nothing beats the blowing
side tower to discharge heat from the case, apart from the cooling water that is. We can use the second AIO cooler for the CPU as well but it is difficult to achieve a low level of idle noise with two pumps running simultaneously. CPU Fan #2: Noctua NF-A9 PWM – US $18 Alternatives: Kama Cym Scythe 92mm – US $7
Noctua NF-A9 PWM Fan. As nh-D9L ships with a second set of fan clips and PBM, to ensure success, we will arm it with a second fan. The cooler is equipped with THE NF-A9 PWM, so a second of the same model will create a dynamic symmetrical pull drive. Select component Panel: ASUS Z97I-PLUS - US$150 for
alternatives: ASRock Z97E-ITX/AC - US$135 ASUS Z97I-PLUS motherboard is not usually a factor in gaming performance as long as it has a full-size PCI-E slot, but it still does not have a component you want to slacken. With this construction, we don't need a lot of features but it should be noted that we will have four
fans in total, and our configuration prevents us from using almost all available drive slots. ASUS Z97I-PLUS is what the doctor ordered, a small ITX panel with three controllable fan heads, and a good M.2 storage on the back of the panel. The SSRock Z97E-ITX/ac is the only other Z97 small MODEL ITX can find with the
M.2/mSATA option. Plan with fan heads. Controllable heads marked in green. The three fan heads are capable of both PWM and DC (voltage control) so it doesn't matter what type of fans are used. Fan speed behavior can be configured in BIOS UEFI or by the ASUS Fan Xpert utility and each individual head can be
adjusted to interact with any of the onboard temperature sensors, making it a more dynamic system than most. The only negative is that headers are located near the I/O panel so that they are difficult to access once the CPU and motherboard heat table is installed. We suggest connecting the fans before securing the
board to the confrontations. SSD: Kingston M.2 2280 240GB – US$160 M.2 Alternatives: 2.5-inch SATA Alternatives: Kingston HyperX 3K 240GB. Solid state storage may be the most important advance of the past decade for silent computing. With no moving parts, they generate zero noise, but also ridiculously low
latency, resulting in fast loading times. As games continue to grow in complexity, the presence of SSD becomes increasingly useful. The 240~256GB model should be considered a starting point; Also, with increased memory density, fewer die is needed, which can mean less reading/writing channels used and slow
performance for ssds with lower capacity. The way we have the cooling setting in the system leaves limited storage options as there is only one official 2.5-inch mount engine open at the front of the case, next to the radiator. The M.2 engine, Kingston 2280 240GB, is a budget model with a Veson controller that does not
have the ability to take advantage of the extra bandwidth provided by the shape factor, but when it comes to differences in loading times between different SSDs, we usually talk about fractions of a second. Tucked on the back side of the motherboard, this check leaves the remaining 2.5 inch bay free for mechanical hard
drive if cheaper high capacity storage is required. RAM: Kingston HyperX Genesis Kit 2x4GB 1866MHz DDR3 – US $95 Alternatives: HyperX Configuration Memory Set. Exactly what is using RAM as system memory is not conclusive, although other web sites have selected DDR1600 to DDR1833 as spot, somewhat
dependent on a particular game. Within this hourly speed range, small changes in timing have little impact on overall performance. 8GB is more than enough for any single game and general multitasking purposes. 16GB is a waste of money unless you have a specific need for it, ram is one of the easiest things to
upgrade later in the system, if you really need it for some new app. We recommend choosing a brand with a good lifetime warranty and avoiding models with extremely large heat rise as they can interfere with larger CPU coolers. Kingston HyperX RAM was solid for us, and sports less heat profile that doesn't get in the
way of big heat. Assembling a small ITX packed system can be frustrating but our building goes ahead with relatively little stress. The most difficult part of the procedure is to ensure that all heads are connected to hard-to-reach spots before installing larger components and keeping all cables from blocking the radiator
fan. Wire clutter can be a serious issue in the M1 as there are a few spots to tie down the cables. The second fan should be placed as exhaust on the heat as the other side is very close to the radiator. In this position, it interferes with some I/O ports so that they must be placed higher than the center fan. The spacing
inside is very narrow as evidenced by the proximity between the motherboard and the power supply. The heat processor can be used on the back side of the graphics cooler but it actually touches a DIMMs and blocks the USB 3.0 head. Without heat, the cooler base has nothing to mount for. Fortunately the long screws
used to tighten the heat are the ideal length/subject to secure the base, although you have to measure when to stop tightening yourself. The VRM temperature copier for the video card also requires assistance as it is designed to take advantage of live airflow, so we will employ a case fan on the case floor. With this
assembly method, the board bends slightly as there is no temperature or backboard to tighten the PCB. Our entire system is assembled. Noiseblocker fan is placed on the floor of the case blowing on GPU and VRM in heat. The radiator mounts on a 120 mm fan position towards the front of the case. Power supply on the
other side with a fan sucking in the cold air from the right side and kicking it out of the top of the case. Most of the cables and pipes end up under PSU. From the top of the case you can only see how jam packed everything inside. System configuration test: Intel Core i5-4690K processor – 3.4 GHz (3.8 GHz with turbo
boost), 22nm, 84W, Integrated HD 4600 Graphics Noctua NH-D9L CPU Cooler – 2 x Noctua NF-A9 PWM Fans ASUS Z97I-PLUS Motherboard – Intel Z97 chips, mini ITX Zotac GeForce GTX 970 Graphics Card – 1664 Core CUDA, 1076 MHz hour (1216 MHz with GPU Boost), Memory 7010 MHz Kingston HyperX
Genesis Memory – 2x4GB, DDR3-1600, C10 Kingston M.2 2880 Drive – 240GB, M.2 NCASE M1 case – Mini-Itx Silverstone SX600-G Power Supply – SFX, Modular, 600W Microsoft Windows 7 Final Operating System, 64-bit measuring and analyzing audio interfaces tools. Anechoic room with an ambient level of 11
decibels or low stress test: the centered CPU sits idle with only the Accelero Hybrid II-120 pump and the power supply fan running, the system measuring 15 ~16 dBA@1m that has increased to 17 dBA@1m once the remaining fans are set to modest speeds. The noise level is low but can be quieter by using a video
card with stock temperature with the ability to turn off its fans completely when the GPU is not confirmed. The level of idle noise is higher is inevitable when a closed loop cooler is used in a fairly open state like the M1, but the benefit will become obvious later. State System Measurements System Inert X264 Video
Operation Video Coding Prime95x4 Temp 34°C 57°C 69°C 69°C 33°C 34°C 44°C 44°C 5°C GPU Temp 31°C 31° C 33°C 35°C Power System (AC) 43W 48W 99W 118 W CPU and system fans at 550 rpm. Radiator fan at 700 rpm. System noise level: 17 dBA@1m. Ambient temperature: 22°C. We start testing the
system using CPU-focused applications to see how it performs with non-gaming tasks. Of course the machine works very cool under light load, with CPU, motherboard, and GPU temperature below 35°C. Video encoding with TMPGEnc heats the CPU by an additional 23°C, but surprisingly, the motherboard temperature
increases by 10°C as well. This is not something we usually see in larger situations, so we speculate that it is simply a matter of proximity. Everything inside the M1 is very close to each other so the heat developed by the processor has a great impact on everything around it. The liquid GPU is cooled but the chipset does
not receive any direct help, so it bears the brunt of it. A full run of Prime95 pushes the CPU to 69°C, a sign we really don't want to exceed as our i5-4690K starts to stifle at 72~73°C. Stress Test: GPU is central to our intense GPU, we use Resident Evil 6 reference tool that indicates for a few minutes, presents the result,
pauses for a short time, repeats. We tried a few other games but this one seems to put most of the demand on GPU. The other test is a more demanding combination of Prime95 and FurMark, an incredibly cumbersome benefit that pushes gpu to its limit. For this case, we run Prime95 with only two themes instead of a
maximum of four, as most games are played with the CPU usage less than 50%. Combining the two still produces much more heat than any computer game title. When we tested torture on the ASUS STRIX GTX 980, a fan was activated at gpu temperature of about 90°C, so we settled at 85°C as a target, and we'll do
the same here for the GTX 970. Evil Resident State System Measurement system system 6 standard Prime95x2 + FurMark CPU fan speed 550 rpm 800 rpm radiator fan speed 700 rpm 900 rpm processing unit Temperature 65°C 66°C 65°C 65°C 51°C 54°C 53°C 52°C GPU GPU temperature 84°C 84°C 75°C SPL@1m
21 DS21 Deci 21 DSI 20~21 Deci 21 dIs 22 DIs (AC) ~230W 260W 259W 259W fan system at 550 rpm. Ambient temperature: 22°. Although the system's power withdrawal is almost doubled compared to the full explosion of Prime95, Resident Evil 6 test doesn't prove to be much of a challenge. The same modest fan
speed leads to an acceptable temperature of the CPU and GPU but the noise increases by 4 dB to 21 dBA@1m. As fan speeds are identical, the reason can be attributed to the condensation power supply fan and a large amount of whein-pop coils from the graphics card. When the standard is turned on, the GPU
produces a steady, moderate high-pitched whim which is easily audible to the rest of the components. However, this effect becomes annoying only between runs and while sitting on the download screen, when buzzing turns into a complete cry. More constant stress on GPU actually makes the wright go away completely,
as when Prime95 and FurMark are running simultaneously. This higher load state actually lowers the noise level slightly despite a 5°C rise in GPU temperature. Unfortunately, the extra demand is too much for the CPU that reaches 72°C, so start to choke and turn off. Increasing cpu fan speed quickly solves the problem,
dropping the temperature back to the mid-60's. The radiator fan accelerates by only 200 rpm results in a low GPU temperature of 9°C in exchange for a modest SPL increase. If you can afford a noisy system, there is plenty of space available if you prefer low temperatures or want to try your hand at increasing the
frequency of video card playback. Unfortunately our GTX 970 lacks vrm temperature sensor so we can't be sure how much 120 mm equipped on the case floor helps in this regard, but our system is completely stable without any strange behavior or artifacting so that VRMs can be assumed are cool enough. The sound of
water sloshing inside the Second Hybrid Achillero is audible when the computer is first turned on, but after a few minutes of warm-up, it calms down. In idle, the system we built has a nice audio profile with mostly broadband frequency distribution. On full load, the device mostly looks the same except for some tonal at
~160 and 200 Hz - but it's not really audible. The Prime95+ FurMark test puts more pressure on the entire system, producing more low-frequency noise (possibly caused by a power supply fan), while RESIDENT EVIL 6 causes a high frequency of whining coils in the range of 2~20 kHz - the difference is as normal as
today. Editor's note when reading about the buzzing video card in a definitive guide to this article before posting, spcr contributor and California Mod forum Steve had this comment: I bet if you manage fraps or similar FPS indicator, you'll find that the resident evil coil wright is due to the CURSE GPU running in &gt;0fps.
See if you can run v-Sync or some option to determine the rate of other frames, the file should soften, along with the use of energy, thermal, and noise... Of course we have No chance to try this yet but will report again after we do. ASUS Fan Xpert 3 can control all fans and monitor temperatures but the version shipped
with ASUS Z97I-PLUS has a previously unknown error. After about five minutes of full load testing, all fans are inexplicably connected. In this case, according to Fan Xpert, all fans must work at their reduced custom speeds, but in fact, they kick to maximum speed. While such an option is not available in the utility or in
UEFI BIOS, there seems to be a built-in safe failure that begins when temperatures reach a certain point. Closing Fan Xpert before downloading the system prevents this from happening. This is very strange because we have not encountered this kind of behavior with z97-PRO or with older versions of ASUS. Speedfan
home screen with sensors and fan speed controls renamed correctly. As a result, we return to the old standby mode, Speedfan. It takes some extra time to prepare properly but it offers most of the same functions, except in a less attractive form (albeit also less complex). For a strange reason the only sensor missing is
the CHA_FAN1 speed, which runs on the fan at the bottom of the case used to help cool VRMs on the graphics card. If you are new to this application, our speedfan material will guide you through the configuration process and how to set up dynamic temperature-based control. AIDA64. AIDA64 is more reliable in the
sensor section, displaying all relevant information including more detailed CPU temperature. Unfortunately it lacks SpeedFan fan controls and graph feature, so there is no single comprehensive alternative to the ASUS tool. These audio recordings were made with high accuracy, laboratory quality, and digital recording
system within the SPCR room of 11 dBA surrounding anechoic, then converted to 128kbps MP3s encrypted LAME. We have listened long and it is difficult to make sure that there is no audible deterioration from the original WAV files to these MP3s. Each recording starts with ambient noise, then 5~10 second segments
of the product in different countries. For the most realistic results, set the volume so that the ambient start level is barely audible, and then don't change the volume setting again while comparing all audio files. FINAL THOUGHTS SPCR Silent Mini-ITX Games PC #2 SPCR Plug-In Menu Street Alternatives Price $220
IntelCore i5-4460 – $190 Intel Core i5-4440 – $180 Noctua NH-D9L $57* Noctua NH-L12 – $65 ASUS Z97 I Plus $150 Asrock Z97E-ITX/ac - $135 Kingston Hyper X Configuration 2x4GB 1866MHz DDR3 $95 Zotak Giforsi GTX 970 $330 MSI GTX 970 – $360 ASUS STRIX GTX 970 – $350 Arctic Accelero Hybrid $115
NZXT Kraken X31 + NZXT Kraken G10 Adapter – $100 $160 NCASE M1 $215 SilverStone SX600-G 600W $120 Noctua NF-A9 PWM $18 Cama PWM 92mm Scyal 0-MP $12 Noiseblocker M12-S1 – £16 Nexus S.S. Silence – $12 Scythe GlideStream 120-LM – $12 Scythe Slip Stream 120-M – $10 Noiseblocker B12-2
£14 Total ~ Total ~ $1514 * MSRP Retail Prices subject to constant volatility. Please use shopping links to check current prices. Do not depend on the prices mentioned in the unrelated text. Building a high-performance compact computer for gaming is not a cheap endeavor, especially if you're envisioning something very
small and quiet. Our total cost comes out to ~US$1514 which is actually a little more expensive than our earlier time, building more powerful with the Roswell Legacy W1-S and GTX 980. You can cut the budget a bit by choosing cheaper alternatives but a few indispensable ingredients. While overrated on what you get
physically, nothing compares to the M1 NCASE when taking into account its super compact shape. Of all the cases we've looked at here, only silverStone RVZ01 is close in size, but cooling options are limited in parallel. The Accelero Hybrid II-120 is also critical to our building success, preventing all heat produced by
GPU from lingering inside creating extra thermal stress on all other components while emitting a limited amount of noise. CPU cooling can't be ignored either, and Noctua NH-D9L does the job at very modest fan speeds. Overall we are very happy with the final result. The noise levels we have achieved are not quite as
low as previous builds but they are very darn good for a system of this size, and fully accepted even by our high standards. Compared to the average gaming tower, this box is in a completely different league, very close to meeting the requirements of the Silent PC supported SPCR (noise levels of 15/20 dBA@1m or less
in idle/load). Thank you so much for Zotac, NCASE, Intel, ASUS, Kingston, Silverstone, Knockouta, Arctic, Sickle, and Noiseblocker take care of the ingredients in this building guide. * * Articles related to the journey of attention to silent MicroATX Gamer Arctic Accelero Hybrid II-120 Liquid GPU Quiet Cooler Mini - ITX
Gamer Build A Quiet Guide ATX Gamer, R5 Version SPCR Quiet ATX Games Building Guide Basic Case Basics and Recommendations * Discuss This Article in SPCR Forums. Forums.
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